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FUEL CELL POWER
Generating electricity, heat and hydrogen,
cleanly ,quietly and efficiently

HEADLINE NEWS
Seoul City in South Korea is planning to
install 230 megawatts of additional
fuel cell power by 2014.
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230 MEGAWATT OF FUEL CELLS PLANNED FOR
SEOUL CITY
FuelCell Energy, Inc. has announced growing
demand in Asia for stationary fuel cell power
plants, including an initiative by Seoul City to
install 230 megawatts (MW) of fuel cells, as well
as the development of a 60 MW fuel cell park,
which will be the largest fuel cell installation in
the world.
Seoul City, the capital of South Korea, recently
announced plans to support the installation of
230 MW of stationary fuel cell power plants as
part of the goal of replacing the power generation of one nuclear power plant. The plans
call for 29 fuel cell parks totalling 190 megawatts and 102 commercial building installations totalling 40 MW, by 2014, with 50 MW installed in 2012, 82 MW in 2013 and 98 MW in
2014. Installations include 11 locations totalling
70 MW to support the operation of the subway, 10 locations totalling 70 MW at water
treatment and pump facilities, and eight locations totalling 50 MW at resource collection
facilities.
Building installations will include 10 MW at hospitals and data centers and 30 MW at high rise
residential developments. Electrical and thermal efficiency is important to Seoul City and
the fuel cell power plants must be configured
for combined heat and power (CHP). The City
will actively support siting the power plants on
City-owned property, and is evaluating financial incentives, including the potential for a
feed-in tariff.
This announcement by Seoul
City may support future demand of Direct FuelCell® (DFC®) power plants.

This is a rendition of the 60 megawatt fuel cell
park in Hwaseong, South Korea, which is under
development by POSCO Energy, along with

partners Korea Hydro Nuclear Power Co.
(KHNP) and Samchully Gas Co. The fuel cell
park will consist of a series of DFC3000® power
plants located in an industrial complex in
Hwaseong, South Korea. Permitting and approvals are expected to be completed this
summer and power production to begin by
early 2013. The ultra-clean electricity generated by the fuel cells will be supplied to the
electric grid and will assist the partners with
compliance under the South Korean Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS).
POSCO Energy is developing an 8.4 MW fuel
cell park at a liquefied natural gas (LNG) facility in Samcheok City, South Korea. The fuel
source for the fuel cell power plant will be boiloff gas (BOG) which is the gas vaporized from
processing LNG. Fuel costs for BOG are expected to be less than LNG. The ultra-clean
power generated by the DFC3000 power
plants will be sold to Korea Southern Power
(KOSPO) for the electric grid and will be eligible for renewable energy certificates under
the RPS.
"The absence of pollutants and the low carbon
emission profile of Direct FuelCell power plants
are well suited for meeting the power generation needs of South Korea and complying with
the renewable portfolio standard," said Taehyoung Kim, Group Leader, Fuel Cell Division,
POSCO Energy. "Adoption of the renewable
portfolio standard has resulted in a substantial
increase in inquiries regarding potential fuel
cell power plant installations in South Korea
and we are witnessing increased interest from
other Asian countries as well."
"We are deepening and broadening our relationship with POSCO Energy to support the acceleration of demand for ultra-clean, efficient
and reliable fuel cell power plants in South Korea as well as preparing for growth in other
parts of Asia," said Ben Toby, Vice President,
Eastern Region and International Sales, FuelCell Energy, Inc. "The greater Seoul/Inchon
metropolitan area in South Korea has one of
the highest population densities in the world so
clean and efficient baseload power generation that can be delivered near the point of
use is very important to government officials
and electric utilities."
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FUELCELL ENERGY AND FRAUNHOFER
CREATING THE ‘NEW ENERGY AGE’
FuelCell Energy, Inc. has completed the acquisition of select fuel cell assets by its German
subsidiary, FuelCell Energy Solutions, GmbH.
They have also completed the previously announced joint venture with Fraunhofer IKTS,
with Fraunhofer contributing intellectual property and capital to FuelCell Energy Solutions
GmbH, in return for 25% ownership.
Prof. Dr. Alexander Michaelis, director, Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic Technologies and
Systems (IKTS) said: "We will be applying our
research expertise to further enhance fuel cell
technology as well as working to reduce product costs. We are also preparing and submitting grant proposals with FuelCell Energy Solutions to government agencies to promote the
adoption of ultra-clean stationary fuel cell
power generation. With this joint effort we can
make a significant contribution to the ‘New
Energy Age’ in Europe."
"We have the right partner in Fraunhofer to
help us develop and grow the European market and our variable cost strategy allows us to
create the foundation for growth with subsequent investment predicated on order volume," said Chip Bottone, President and Chief
Executive Officer for FuelCell Energy, Inc. "I remain encouraged with the outlook for clean
baseload distributed generation in Europe despite the macro-economic challenges the region is facing and I say this based on recent
discussions with prospective customers and
government officials."
The headquarters of FuelCell Energy Solutions,
GmbH is based in Dresden and manufacturing
is located in Ottobrunn, Germany. Local
manufacturing capabilities consist of power
plant assembly and stacking of fuel cell components.
DFC plants provide continuous
baseload power and can be sited where the
power is used, including both on-site applications and electric grid support. The combination of near-zero pollutants, modest land-use
needs, and quiet operating nature of DFC
plants facilitates their siting in urban locations.
Sales opportunities across the European Union
are being targeted with an initial emphasis on
Germany. Fraunhofer is Europe's largest application-oriented research organization with an

annual research budget of €1.8 billion and
more than 18,000 staff, primarily scientists and
engineers. The primary markets for Fraunhofer
IKTS include energy and environmental technology, with a focus on fuel cell development
and commercialization.

FUEL CELLS FOR SUCCESSFUL
ENERGY TRANSITION
FuelCell Energy Solutions, GmbH has sold their
first stationary fuel cell power plant, a submegawatt DFC250-EU®, to BAM Deutschland
AG for installation at the new Federal Ministry
of Education and Research government complex in Berlin. FuelCell Energy Solutions (FCES)
will manufacture and install the power plant,
which is expected to be operational in 2014.
Under a ten year service contract, FCES will
service and operate the power plant from an
operations center that is staffed around the
clock, 365 days per year.
"The energy transition will only be successful if
we push for the development of the necessary
technologies," said Cornelia Quennedt-Thielen,
State Secretary of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. "I am convinced that
fuel cells will play an important role in the future energy supply. This power plant will demonstrate the value of fuel cell technology for
the energy supply of large buildings."
"The Ministry required a state-of-the-art office
complex that incorporates the latest advances in energy efficiency and sustainability
and a fuel cell power plant is an important
part of our overall solution to meeting these
demanding requirements," said Dr.-Ing. Markus
Koch, BAM Deutschland AG. "Located near
the Reichstag Parliamentary building and the
offices of the German Chancellor, this office
complex and its fuel cell power plant is in a
prominent location for developing awareness
of the benefits of efficiency and environmentally friendly fuel cell power generated on-site."
BAM Deutschland, a leading construction
company in Germany and a subsidiary of the
Dutch Royal BAM Group, is developing the
headquarters for the Federal Ministry of Education and Research that incorporates leadingedge sustainability and efficiency technology.
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A variety of innovative energy concepts will be
incorporated including thermo-active cooling/
heating blankets in the ceilings, LED technology for lighting and large scale solar panels.
An intelligent network (i.e. smart grid) will be
incorporated throughout the 54,000 square
meter complex to manage the individual service elements. The power plant will utilize high
efficiency and virtually pollution-free fuel cell
power to meet approximately 40% of the electrical and 20% of the thermal power needs of
the complex. A key benefit of the DFC250-EU®
being used in this application is the ability to
provide both power and usable high quality
heat from the same unit of fuel, supporting the
economics through lower fuel usage, as well
as advancing sustainability initiatives. For this
application, the heat will be used to generate
steam for facility heating in the winter and will
support an absorption chiller for cooling in the
warmer months.
"Fraunhofer IKTS is excited to be supporting this
highly visible installation at the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research," said Prof. Dr.
Alexander Michaelis, Director, Fraunhofer IKTS.
"Distributed fuel cell power generation is an
important component of addressing the
power generation challenges facing Germany
and this installation will showcase a German
fuel cell solution."

LEGISLATION PLANNED TO
PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
IN USA
Fuelcell Energy applauds Congressman Larson
and Senator Blumenthal's plan to promote
efficiency and job creation with fuel cells and
urged support for The Fuel Cell and Hydrogen
Infrastructure for America Act they are introducing. The legislation is designed to accelerate the adoption of stationary fuel cell power
generation and the hydrogen energy infrastructure while supporting domestic manufacturing and helping the U.S. fuel cell industry to
grow. Congressman John B Larson and Senator Richard Blumenthal were accompanied by
U.S. Congressman Chris Murphy during a visit to
the Connecticut production facility of FuelCell
Energy, Inc., where they announced their intention to introduce this legislation.
“The work being done here at Fuel Cell Energy
to provide highly efficient on-site power
generation is exactly the kind of work we

should be seeing more of to help move us to a
stronger future," said Congressman Larson. "I
look forward to continuing my work with the
delegation to improve federal incentives for
this sustainable, American technology. It's
good for our economy here in Connecticut
and for the energy security of the Nation."
"Fuel cell technology and energy can create
jobs and enhance our state economy as well
as free America from dependence on foreign
oil —a huge win-win for everyone,"

Four DFC power plants are seen here providing
continuous baseload power for a hotel in
California.

TIERED INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
REWARDS EFFICIENCY
The Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Infrastructure for
America Act (the Act) creates a tiered investment tax credit (ITC) to reward highly efficient
stationary fuel cell power plants utilizing a
combined heat and power (CHP) configuration. The ITC currently provides a tax credit of
30% for stationary fuel cell power plants with at
least 30% efficiency. The Act increases the tax
credit to 40% for fuel cell power plants achieving at least 60% efficiency and increases the
tax credit to 50% for fuel cell power plants
achieving at least 70% efficiency. Generating
both clean electricity and usable heat from
the same unit of fuel enhances efficiency and
reduces emissions. Direct FuelCell® (DFC®)
power plants can achieve efficiency up to
90% in combined heat and power (CHP) applications. www.fce.com
www.ikts.fraunhofer.de/en
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RICARDO AND INTELLIGENT
ENERGY ADVANCE FUEL CELL
VEHICLES

LOGAN ENERGY RESTRUCTURES
FOR GROWTH

Ricardo plc, the global consultancy for
engineering and innovation, is working with
Intelligent Energy to advance low carbon
vehicle and fuel cell power technologies. The
partnership will provide customers with a fully
integrated design, engineering and implementation capability for fuel cell electric vehicles.

Edinburgh based Logan Energy Limited, the
fuel cell and hydrogen solutions provider, has
undergone a share restructure.
Previously
Atlanta based Logan Energy Corporation held
a majority shareholding in Logan Energy Limited but the redistribution of shares has given
Logan Energy Limited independent status. The
realignment will enable the company to obtain second round financing that will fund its
expansion into new markets.
Logan Energy Limited is the market leader in
integrating fuel cell powered systems. Fuel
cells, which produce electricity via an electrochemical process, are the most efficient form
of distributed electrical generation and are
increasingly playing a significant role in the
reduction of carbon emissions globally and
providing resilient power solutions.
The equity is now spread across five shareholders: SSE Ventures Ltd., Scottish Enterprise’s Scottish Investment Bank, Logan Energy Corporation and Logan Energy Limited’s two working
directors John Lidderdale and Bill Ireland. The
existing shareholders SSE Ventures Ltd., Scottish
Enterprise and Logan Energy Corporation are
fully supportive of the move and are excited
about the opportunities for development of
the business.
Distributed fuel cell based systems are often
the most effective way of achieving customer’s goals. Drivers are different in Europe,
where the focus is around carbon reduction
and maximising energy efficiency. In other
parts of the world the focus is on security of
supply. Logan Energy Ltd has been installing
fuel cells since 1995. To date they have installed over 170 systems and are currently responsible for over 18 megawatts (MWe) of
output.
John Lidderdale, Managing Director of Logan
Energy said; “The new structure enables us to
secure the second round funding that will allow us to stay ahead of the growth curve in
our market place, which is currently doubling
every year and is likely to far exceed this.”
www.logan-energy.com

Intelligent Energy’s proprietary fuel cell power
technology platforms are targeted at production automotive as well as stationary power
and consumer electronics applications.
“Ricardo is actively engaged in hybrid electric
and fuel cell electric vehicle programmes and
we are receiving many enquiries in this area
from vehicle manufacturers around the world,”
explained Mark Garrett, Ricardo plc chief operating officer. “Having worked successfully
with Intelligent Energy on many previous projects, we look forward to even closer collaboration. I believe that the combination of Ricardo and Intelligent Energy’s capabilities will
provide an extremely attractive option for fuel
cell electric vehicle customers looking to develop production orientated solutions.”
”Intelligent Energy is a global leader in fuel cell
system design and development,” said James
Batchelor, managing director of Intelligent Energy’s Automotive Division, “Our cost-effective
and scalable systems have already proven
themselves and we are increasingly asked to
deploy our high efficiency, zero emission powertrains into vehicle and fleet trials, ahead of
automotive market commercialization. We
look forward to combining our technology development and fuel cell systems integration
expertise with Ricardo’s world class product
innovation, engineering solutions, clean technology and strategic consulting capabilities”.
Intelligent Energy has ranked 55th amongst the
fastest growing private technology, media
and telecoms companies in the UK. Making its
third appearance on the Sunday Times Hiscox
Tech Track 100, Intelligent Energy is among the
top nine British companies fuelling the fastpaced development of environmentallyfriendly technologies. The company’s zeroemission Fuel Cell Black Cabs were used during the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games to transport visiting dignitaries and
the VIP guests of the Greater London Authority.
www.intelligent-energy.com
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EMERGENCY AUXILIARY POWER?
DIAL 999 FOR A FUEL CELL!
Some of the most compelling applications for
fuel cells pop up where you least expect them.
Boats, cars and other vehicles invariably have
substantial (although relatively inefficient) internal combustion engines to propel them forward. Traditionally, any auxiliary power for
lighting and communications equipment has
been drawn from a battery, which is recharged by running the engine.
That’s a fine way to provide auxiliary power so
long as the engine is running. There are, however, many situations when the vehicle or boat
is in use while stationary. Boat owners hate running their diesel engines while anchored up.
Diesel engines tend to be noisy, smelly, and
expensive to run. But the demand for auxiliary
power keeps on growing with every ‘must
have’ navigation aid, computer, iPad, phone
and TV that the boat owner takes on board.

AUXILIARY
POWER
EMERGENCY VEHICLES

FOR

Being unable to attend an emergency call
because of a flat battery would be disastrous.
So drivers of emergency vehicles tend to keep
their engines running for a long time – typically
65% of a shift – just to provide auxiliary power.
That’s expensive in terms of fuel, engine servicing, and emissions.
Fuel cells are an ideal source of auxiliary
power for emergency vehicles. Methanol fuel
cells are compact and so fit easily within the
vehicle, are virtually silent, and produce no
emissions apart from a small amount of heat
and some water. The heat can be a useful
side effect, especially in winter when it will help
to keep the vehicle’s cabin frost-free. The
methanol fuel cell keeps the battery topped
up without running the vehicle’s engine while
it’s stationary. Methanol fuel cells are simple to
install and require no maintenance. However,
the overriding benefit for this application is the
potential for saving significant fuel costs, and
carbon emissions.
Yorkshire Ambulance Service has estimated
that it can save over £1.3m and 30 tonnes of
carbon over a three-year period by using fuel
cells instead of running vehicle engines to provide auxiliary power. Yorkshire Ambulance Services operates a fleet of 103 vehicles.

CCTV MONITORING
Fuel cells will produce power 24/7 regardless of
the weather conditions. This makes them viable
for off-grid CCTV surveillance and security appli-

Another application where auxiliary power is
essential is emergency response vehicles, such
as ambulances, rapid response vehicles and
police cars. These vehicles spend a lot of time
parked up in strategic locations so that they
can meet response times, or attending public
events in case their services are needed.
Even while stationary, it’s essential that the vehicle has ample auxiliary power for radios,
GPS, telephones and computers, and also to
provide comfort for the crew with heating and
lighting.

cations, as well as standby power. Two 28-litre
fuel cartridges can power a 25W device for approximately 15 weeks. www.upssystems.co.uk
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FUEL CELLS FOR HISTORIC HOLLYWOOD-ERA
HOTEL
ClearEdge Power, a manufacturer of continuous onsite power systems, has announced that The Lafayette Hotel deployed
a 40 kW ClearEdge Power fuel cell system to
reduce energy costs and lessen its impact on
the environment. The Lafayette Hotel aims to
reduce its annual energy costs by approximately $30,000, while also eliminating 100
tons of greenhouse gas emissions each year.
In addition, the high-efficiency and scalable
fuel cell system has supported the broader
renovation of the landmark hotel by helping
it qualify for substantial tax credits as well as
various energy upgrade rebates, including a
Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP)
award from the California Center for Sustainable Energy.
“We wanted to take the Hollywood history
embodied in this hotel from the forties and
fifties and combine that with a present day
urban chic, boutique feel,” said Jay Wentz,
managing partner of Hampstead Lafayette
LLC, the partnership that owns the hotel. “A
big part of the renovation was looking at
how we could incorporate sustainable business practices as that was a key component
to the overall project financing. By using
ClearEdge Power’s fuel cells, we have been
able to transform the way we power the hotel while working within strict historic preservation guidelines.”
A City of San Diego landmark and listed on
the National Register of Historic Places, The
Lafayette Hotel was once a retreat for the
rich and famous with guests including Hollywood stars Bob Hope, Betty Grable, Ava
Gardner and “Tarzan” actor Johnny Weissmuller, who also designed the hotel’s swimming pool. By 2010, the aging property, comprised of seven buildings, 131 guest rooms
and an Olympic-sized pool, needed to be
completely remodeled. As part of the renovations, the hotel management partnered
with San Diego Gas & Electric to implement
energy efficiency upgrades that will reduce
annual operating costs by $70,000 and allow
it to qualify for tax credits to help fund the
project. As part of the broader energy efficiency program, The Lafayette Hotel
selected the ClearEdge system as its

compact design ensured compliance with
historic preservation guidelines while efficiently delivering predictable, clean and
cost-effective power and heat.
“One of the key challenges in this renovation
was finding an alternative energy solution
that would preserve the building’s historic
value.” said Tara J. Hamacher, president and
owner of Historic Consultants Inc., the sustainable energy and tax consultancy that structured the project financing. “With ClearEdge
Power’s fuel cell system, we were able to
comply with strict guidelines and qualify for
energy upgrade rebates and tax credit incentives that helped make this renovation a
reality in one of the toughest real estate and
hospitality recessions.”

FIRST ENERGY STAR HISTORIC
HOTEL
Housed in the basement of the hotel’s main
building, the 40 kW ClearEdge system does
not affect the building’s exterior appearance
and generates 45 percent of the building’s
electricity. In addition, as a byproduct of the
electrochemical process the ClearEdge system uses to convert natural gas to electricity,
it produces enough heat to help keep the
pool’s temperature between 76 and 79 degrees all year round. By complying with historic preservation guidelines and helping The
Lafayette Hotel become the first Energy Star
historic hotel in the region, the ClearEdge
system also served as one of the supporting
measures for the hotel’s application for the
New Market Tax Credit and Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit programs that partially financed the renovation project.
“The Lafayette Hotel is setting an excellent
example for hotels across the nation and we
are pleased to have helped bring an important San Diego landmark back to life,” said
ClearEdge SVP, Neal Starling. “It has an impressive focus on sustainability and this project clearly demonstrates the economic and
financial benefits that fuel cell technologies
can deliver to the hospitality industry.”
http://www.clearedgepower.com.
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SOLAR POWER FOR UTC FUEL CELL BUSES
AC Transit, and a coalition of regional transit
partners serving 7 million people in the San
Francisco Bay Area, have inaugurated the
newest hydrogen production and dispensing
station to fuel the latest generation of zeroemission fuel cell buses operating throughout
the region. Congresswoman Barbara Lee and
Chair of the California Air Resources Board
Mary Nichols were joined by over 300 guests
and a dozen other federal, state, and local
officials as they formally dedicated the station
at AC Transit’s Emeryville division, where hydrogen to fuel the fleet is produced in part by
solar-powered electrolysis.

AC Transit General Manager David Armijo introduced Congresswoman Barbara Lee and said,
“For over a decade, AC Transit has been developing the most comprehensive, zero-emission,
fuel cell transit program in North America, and
operating zero-emission buses in real-world service.” AC Transit operates twelve 40-foot hybrid
-electric, zero-emission fuel cell buses, each
powered by a 120 kW UTC Power fuel cell system and a Siemens ELFA Drive System.
“AC Transit continues to be a model for the
rest of the nation,” said Congresswoman Lee.
“Today’s unveiling of these innovative, zeroemission fuel cell buses and this state-of-the-art
HyRoad Fueling Station further highlights AC
Transit’s commitment to excellence in promoting and maintaining zero-emission vehicles.”
California Air Resources Board Chair Nichols
added, “We are building on a record of success and partnership between the federal and
state governments and AC Transit – which has
truly been a pioneer in bringing fuel cell technology into the community and demonstrating
its virtues for clean air and energy efficiency.”

500 KW SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC
SYSTEM
AC Transit’s newest on-site energy station, engineered by Linde North America, Jacobs, and
EPC, and built by W.L. Butler Construction,
demonstrates the use of “renewable” hydrogen – hydrogen produced using Proton OnSite’s solar-powered electrolyzer. Engineering
and construction firm Cupertino Electric, Inc.
installed a 510 kilowatt DC solar photovoltaic
system for AC Transit that will generate energy
to help fuel the transit system’s hydrogenpowered buses running throughout the Bay
Area.
The station also features Linde’s latest advancements in compression and dispensing
technology, enabling buses to be refueled at
rates up to 5 kilograms/minute – a time comparable to refueling diesel buses. Thanks to a
major grant from the California Air Resources
Board, one dispenser is accessible to the public for fueling hydrogen fuel cell electric passenger cars, including the Mercedes-Benz BClass F-CELL, now on the road in both Northern
and Southern California. Pat Murphy, President, Linde North America, said: “Linde is excited to provide a clean fuel solution that delivers so many quality-of-life benefits to Bay
Area residents. Their public transportation has
just gotten quieter, the air they’re breathing is
fresher and cleaner, and we’re using a domestically produced fuel instead of imported oil.
These are positive, concrete steps toward reducing greenhouse gases and increasing sustainability. Linde is proud to take such a prominent role in improving our future.”
In recognition of AC Transit’s solar installations
across its facilities, Pacific Gas and Electric
Company (PG&E) presented a check, representing what will amount to more than
$500,000 in rebate incentives from PG&E
through the California Solar Initiative (CSI) program, to AC Transit’s General Manager. Additionally, in honor of AC Transit’s HyRoad Program, Tom Sullivan, Chairman of Proton OnSite, presented a $20,000 check to Lawrence
Hall of Science at UC Berkeley to further youth
science education in alternative fuels.
www.utcpower.com
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MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
PROMISES GREENER FUTURE FOR MICHIGAN
The Mass Transportation Authority (MTA) has
unveiled its new hydrogen fuel cell bus and
opened their alternative fuel facility in Grand
Blanc Township, Flint, Michigan. The MTA is the
first transportation agency in the Midwest with
a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle.
“Hydrogen as an alternative fuel for the public
transit industry is environmentally friendly, reduces the carbon footprint and is technically
feasible for a sustainable future,” said Ed Benning, MTA General Manager. A fuel cell running on pure hydrogen, like the UTC Power
PureMotion® system utilized in this MTA bus,
emits zero emissions at the source. In fact, the
only thing that comes out of the tailpipe is water. MTA’s new fuel cell bus is hybrid-electric,
zero emission and powered by a 120 kW UTC
Power PureMotion fuel cell system. When compared to a diesel version, every bus equipped
with a PureMotion system reduces nitrogen
oxide emissions equivalent to removing 77 cars
from the road per year and achieves the same
carbon dioxide reductions as planting 31 acres
of forest.

The station will also be designed to generate
compressed natural gas. A storage and maintenance facility will be built for these new vehicles. During the second phase of construction,
the MTA plans include an educational research facility and a public fuel station operated by the private sector. This is expected to
be ready by fall of 2013. The MTA will work with
local colleges to further develop the alternative fuels. The site will provide a classroom in
which area students can be involved in the
research of alternative fuel sources.
During the third phase of construction, plans
include the use of solar power capable of
generating the electricity necessary to fulfill
the needs of the proton electrolyzer, a unit
which is used to provide a mix of electricity
and water to generate hydrogen.
The MTA will build a new alternative fuel maintenance facility which will include the installation of a static fuel cell that will generate both
electricity for the fueling facility as well as hot
water heat for the site.

“With the introduction of a bus powered by a
PureMotion fuel cell system, MTA is leading by
example and reaping the benefits of superior
efficiency, increased reliability and reduced
emissions for environmentally responsible operations,” said Joe Triompo, VP and General
Manager, UTC Power. “We’re very proud that
one of our fuel cells will be helping to serve the
Flint community.”
The MTA will be procuring additional hydrogen
vehicles in the near future. The Grand Blanc
service center garage will be expanded to
provide storage for hydrogen and CNG vehicles and provide a work bay for the MTA maintenance. The MTA will issue a request for proposals (RFP) to purchase additional hydrogenvehicles within the next year.
The fuel facility will be cutting edge technology in all aspects and the first of its kind in
Michigan. It will generate sufficient hydrogen
for the fuel cell buses. Modeled on a facility in
Toronto, it will serve as an educational training
ground for Kettering University students and
t h e
l a r g e r
c o m m u n i t y .

For Ed Benning this is the beginning of a road
to a greener future for the community. He said
“The use of alternative fuels will position the
MTA to address transportation needs today
and in the future with a responsible, sustainable approach that improves the environment
in our community and reduces our dependency on fossil fuels.”
www.utcpower.com
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CERES POWER’S FIELD TRIALS OF LOW COST
FUEL CELL
Ceres Power has announced significant ongoing technological advances towards the
Company’s target of delivering a low cost
mass market micro-CHP product. David Pummell, Chief Executive Officer of Ceres Power,
said:
“We have made excellent technical
and commercial progress over recent months
and our commercialisation programme remains on-track to successfully deliver field trials
in 2014 and mass volume product launch in
2016. I am delighted to announce these large
scale consumer trials in the UK and Benelux
and working in collaboration with our strategic
partners, British Gas and Itho-Daalderop to
take our low cost mass market product to our
customers.”
Phil Bentley, Managing Director of British Gas,
commented: “Ceres has continued to make
good technical progress under the new leadership of David Pummell. We are looking forward to participating in the next phase of trials
and laying the groundwork to market the
product in preparation for Ceres’ planned
manufacturing scale-up.”

Bart Romeijn, Chief Executive Officer of IthoDaalderop, added: “We are also delighted
with the new field trials and the interest of the
European Commission in funding this pan European trial. It is recognition of the innovative
work we are doing together. We have a Benelux project group in place consisting of a social
landlord and a utility company and their input
in the field trial evaluation will be very valuable
and will significantly help the commercial
product launch in the UK and the Benelux. The
Benelux countries are a very good market for
residential micro-CHP and Ceres’ lightweight,
wall mounted product is ideally suited for the
mass market.”

CHP UNITS FOR LARGE SCALE
CONSUMER TRIALS
British Gas and Itho-Daalderop will purchase a
total of 174 micro-CHP units, for sale, installation and trialling across a range of UK and
Dutch homes starting in 2014, as part of the
Company’s preparation for full mass volume
launch in 2016. The trial micro-CHP products
will be available to members of the public for
the first time, and selected customers will have
the opportunity to purchase a micro-CHP unit.
Both British Gas and Itho-Daalderop will be
launching their marketing campaigns to customers in their respective markets in due
course. Ceres and its partners will capture extensive feedback to further refine the product
and validate performance and operability in
the field. The parties are collaborating on training and procedures for product installation, infield service and maintenance, and are working to optimise products and spares logistics to
minimise costs and lead times.
Ceres can now confirm operation of a microCHP product on natural gas with degradation
rates approaching those achieved at cell
stack level (1% per 1000 hours). In addition, the
Company has developed a strengthened cell
anode and is continuing to make improvements in stack resistance, thermal management and fuel and water control; these are
likely to result in further improvements in degradation rates at the micro-CHP product level.
Ceres is confident that the micro-CHP product
has the potential to meet the overall commercial performance requirements supporting
mass market deployment from 2016.

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LAUNCH
IN 2016
The Company’s unique metal-supported fuel
cell technology, operating under 600°C, enables the use of low cost materials, such as
stainless steel, in the manufacture of the fuel
cell stack and the balance of plant components in the micro-CHP product. The Company
believes that the low cost of the Ceres technology platform represents a distinctive commercial advantage, and will underpin mass
volume consumer uptake.
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An independent review conducted by Booz &
Company, in conjunction with AEA Technology, has confirmed the low cost capability of
the Ceres micro-CHP product design. Based
on quotations from the Company’s supply
chain partners and applying cost-down experience curves for similar mass volume technology products, the independent review validated the variable cost estimates of Ceres
1kW CHP product to be circa £2,500 and circa
£1,750 at volumes of 20,000 and 100,000 per
annum respectively (this includes the fuel cell
stack of circa £380 and circa £250 for the
same volumes). The Board is confident that
Ceres low cost micro-CHP design can secure
significant market share from conventional
condensing boilers and offer consumers an
attractive payback. The recent increase in the
FiT for CHP units up to 2kW is expected to assist
the introduction of up to a million micro CHP
units in the UK by 2020. www.cerespower.com

NEWS

held by the British Army. Team Hallin’s non-stop
rowing challenge will require a constant and
reliable source of power. The team will rely
heavily on essential electrical equipment such
as a tiller pilot, satnav, radio, rechargeable
satellite phone and fresh water maker. ‘Hallin
Marine 2’ is a 24-ft glass fibre monohull and has
to be kept as light as possible, which is why the
crew opted for the lightweight and compact
portable source of fuel cell power. With silent
running and zero harmful emissions, fuel cells
are becoming increasingly popular for marine
applications.
Retired Royal Naval Commander and skipper
of Team Hallin, David Hosking, explained the
effectiveness of fuel cell technology. “As we
found out last year in our world record row
across the Atlantic, fuel cell technology is
much more dependable than solar or wind.
We would not have broken the world record
for the fastest ever crossing of the Atlantic under oars without the fuel cell. It worked excellently and never required any servicing.”

ISLANDS AIM FOR 90% EFFICIENT
FUEL CELL CHP
An innovative project to build small hydrogen
power units that aim to be more than 90% energy efficient has been launched in Shetland.
The three year scheme aiming to generate,
store and supply renewable energy efficiently
inside a home has just attracted funding under
the Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) programme. The project is a collaboration between three islands – the Pure Energy® Centre
based on Unst (Shetland), Lews Castle College
in Stornoway (Western Isles) and young Sicilian
electronic engineer Vincenzo Ortisi who has
been employed to develop the Fuel Cell Combined Heat and Power System (FCCHP).
www.pureenergycentre.com

FUEL CELL IN WORLD RECORD
CHALLENGE!
The intrepid Team Hallin is at it again! Not content with breaking the world record last year
for the fastest ever crossing of the Atlantic
Ocean in a 40-ft trimaran, the crew of four will
attempt to row around the UK in an ocean
rowing boat in June 2013. For this challenge,
Fuel Cell Systems (FCS) has supplied the team
with an EFOY COMFORT 140 fuel cell to help
them on their way.
Keeping the two onboard batteries fully charged will be essential if
the team is to break the current world record

The ‘Round UK Row’ challenge is scheduled for
early June 2013 and will depart from Tower
Bridge, London. Only 10 people have ever
rowed non-stop around the UK coastline.
Team Hallin hopes to beat the current world
record of 26 days, 21 hours and 14 minutes set
in 2005 by a crew of four from the British Army.
FCS Managing Director Tom Sperrey, commented, “We’re seeing an increasing demand
for fuel cell technology in the leisure sector,
particularly from the marine industry. From
ocean rowing boats to off-shore racing yachts,
fuel cells are becoming the preferred choice
of power supply. Boat owners are attracted by
the lightweight, compact design that offers
silent running and zero harmful emissions.”
www.upssystems.co.uk
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BATTERIES, FLOW BATTERIES AND HYBRIDS
WITH FUEL CELLS
This is PART II in a four part series entitled Batteries and Fuel Cells
by Prof A John Appleby
PART I was published in Fuel Cell Power, Spring 2012
PART III Fuel Cells and PART IV Low Temperature Fuel Cells will follow

INTRODUCTION
As was discussed in PART I, a “Cell” was originally defined as a single electrochemical device producing an elementary amount of Voltage for a given electrochemical reaction. A
“Primary Cell” was one in which the fuel and
oxidant components for the anode and cathode electrodes was assembled in a factory,
and used only once, then was thrown away
once used. A “Secondary Cell” was a system
in which the anode and cathode components
could be recharged if a suitable source of reversed electric current were available. Incidentally, Edison was generally against selling
secondary cells to the general public (even
though he invented the Edison nickel-iron secondary cell) on the grounds that the public in
1885 would have no means of charging them,
so that they were being duped by charlatans.
Before discussing different systems, let us
again look at the terms “Pile” (Volta’s collection of flat “Cells” piled up on one another) to
create a high Voltage in a “Battery”. In English, the word “Cell” is not familiarly used
(except among electrochemists), and a single
primary or secondary cell is commonly called
a “Battery”. If a collection of cells wired to
produce a higher voltage is referred to, it is
also called a “Battery”, (its original meaning)
e.g., the 6-cell 2.0 V per cell 12 V car starter
battery. Equally illogically, a single “Cell” or
more familiarly to English-speakers a “Battery”
is called in French a “Pile”. In both cases, it is a
single “Cell”, although “Battery” can also
mean an assembly of “Cells” in English. In
French, a “Batterie” is an assembly of “Piles”,
i.e., of single “Cells”.
Many are confused by the meaning of the
common or fairly familiar term Fuel Cell. In
1838 or 1839, Schönbein in Germany and
Grove in England described a device operating as the reverse of Nicholson and Carlisle’s
1800 experiment to electrolyze water to hydrogen and oxygen. It used platinum catalyst
anodes and cathodes in sulfuric acid

electrolyte to produce electricity from hydrogen as “Fuel” and oxygen gas as oxidant.
Grove called it a “Fuel Cell”, using the terminology of the day. He used several such
“Cells” in electrical series as a “Battery” in the
strict sense of the word to create mild electric
shocks as a parlour trick at dinner parties. In
French, the device was called a “Pile à Combustible”, where the last word means “Fuel”,
however, in German (as in English) “Cell” was
used (Brennstoffzelle, Fuel Cell).
However,
whether it was a “Pile” or “Battery” of cells, or
a single cell, it was still called a “Pile” in French,
or a “Cell” in English and German. We will see
later that these terms have now been extended to complete energy systems operating
on the fuel cell principle.

BATTERIES
Primary electrochemical cells or “batteries”
may be illustrated by the familiar AA throwaway alkaline zinc metal (Zn, fuel) and manganese dioxide (MnO2, oxidant) cell, which
uses potassium hydroxide (K+OH-) solution as
the electrolyte and operates at about 1.5 Volts
(V). The zinc metal fuel reacts at the anode to
produce Zn2+ ions plus 2 electrons, 2e-. The Zn2+
ions immediately react with two OH - ions each
to produce solid or semi-solid zinc oxide species [ZnO → Zn(OH)2 +H2O, together with zincate ion ZnO22- → Zn(OH)42- + 2H2O]. The
highly oxidizing MnO2 becomes Mn(OH)2 by
reaction with water [MnO2 + 2H2O + 2e- → Mn
(OH)2 +2OH-]. This illustrates the conservation
of electronic charge in the external copper
wire circuit, and the conservation of ionic
charge in the electrolyte.

REVERSIBLE OR RECHARGEABLE
Most electrochemical systems are in principle
reversible or rechargeable, i.e., applying a current in the opposite direction across the electrodes will restore the state of the so-called
“discharged” electrode components to their
original condition, in a “Secondary Cell”.
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Rather exceptionally, this is not true for the ZnMnO2 system, due to complex irreversible
chemical changes which occur in the MnO 2 to
Mn(OH)2 conversion. It also does not apply to
high-energy lithium metal anode cells, (see
below), in which recharge may be possible,
but can involve dangerous release of energy.
However in the nickel oxide cadmium cell (the
Ni-Cd cell: note that in this case, the nickel
oxide cathode is conventionally referred to
before the zinc-like cadmium metal anode),
excellent reversibility and rechargeability occurs in a 1.2 V system. This system was very
popular until about 1990, when it was largely
banned by the EPA because of the toxicity of
cadmium products in landfill. It had replaced
the older (about 1900) Edison nickel oxide iron
cell, which was less expensive, but this produced large quantities of potentially dangerous hydrogen gas on charge, and could not
be sealed. The general replacement of Ni-Cd
was a special metal alloy (M) capable of storing hydrogen in the nickel metal hydride cell
(reactions MH + OH- → M + H2O + e-, nickel
oxyhydroxide, NiOOH + e- → NiO + OH- in the
Ni-NH system). Again, this illustrates the conservation of electronic charge in the external
copper wire circuit, and the conservation of
ionic charge in the electrolyte.
By coincidence, the voltage of the system, i.e.,
that of the metal hydride electrode, was exactly the same as that of nickel-cadmium, allowing it to be directly substituted for the latter.
It has proved to be an excellent choice for the
first generation of hybrid vehicles, e.g., the
original 1999 Honda Insight and the Toyota
Prius. However, many power tools still use NiCd, because the MH + OH- → M + H2O + e- results in rapid cooling of the anode at highpower currents due to chemical effects, which
slows the reaction, putting a brake on tool
power output. A further advantage of the
nickel metal hydride system is the fact that no
net water is involved in the process [overall
reaction NiOOH + MH → Ni(OH)2, compared
with NiOOH + 1/2Cd + H2O → Ni(OH) + 1/2Cd
(OH)2]. This means a system with lower weight
and volume.
The final rechargeable systems we will discuss
are the newest (lithium-ion, since about 1990)
and the oldest (the lead-acid car starter battery, about 1860). Lithium-ion systems deliver
3.0-3.5 V, and therefore contain more energy
than 1.2 V systems. However, they cannot use
a
water-based
(aqueous)
electrolyte,

because when lithium is charged and active, it
reacts violently with water, producing hydrogen. Thus an electrolyte containing chemically inactive hydrogen must be used. The
electrolyte is therefore an organic material
with sufficient (though in practice limited)
properties of lithium ion conductivity. It is an
organic oxygenated ester compound containing a suitable soluble lithium salt. The system
reaction is very simple. The charged cathode
is a metal (e.g., cobalt) oxide containing lithium, and the charged anode is in most cases
carbon with a suitable binding agent. On
charge, i.e., consuming current, the system
transfers up to half of the lithium ions from the
cathode (Li2Co2O4 → LiCo2O4 + Li+ + 2e-)
through the electrolyte to the carbon anode
to form a lithium carbon compound, consuming electrons (Li+ + C6 + e- → LiC6). On discharge (producing current) the opposite occurs. Again, this illustrates the conservation of
electronic charge in the external copper wire
circuit, and the conservation of ionic charge in
the electrolyte. A frequently asked question is
why does the usual lithium-ion system need the
carbon anode substrate. If lithium is plated
out as metal on charge onto a metallic (e.g.,
copper) conductor, it tends to produce nodular rather than smooth deposits. The nodules
extend into the electrolyte, which has relatively low conductivity compared to, e.g.,
aqueous KOH.
Thus the electrical resistance to current flow is
less at the nodule tip, which concentrates the
charging current there. The eventual result is
the conversion of the tip into a needle as
charging proceeds. The needle can extend
across the cell, shorting out the two electrodes, causing an explosion and fire because
of the flammable organic electrolyte. The lithium-carbon chemistry avoids this because it
charges at slightly lower voltages than those
for the deposition of lithium metal. Unlike the
aqueous electrolyte batteries, which have
automatic chemical shut-off at the end of
charge, this requires careful electronic control
of the charging voltage of lithium-ion to avoid
dangerous incursions into forbidden voltage
ranges at both the anode and the cathode.
The latter can produce oxygen internally under extreme conditions, giving the possibility of
fires. (This has resulted in recalls of batteries
produced by certain manufacturers in the
past).
The lithium-ion system is now widely used in
portable electronic devices (telephones,
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laptop computers, tablets) in forms requiring
low power for a long time, and speciallydesigned high-power units are making inroads
into power tool applications, plug-in hybrid
vehicles (Chevrolet Volt), and pure electric
vehicles (Tesla, Nissan Leaf).
Finally the lead-acid battery operates in sulfuric acid electrolyte (H2SO4), and when
charged (at 2.0 V) it has lead dioxide (PbO2)
at the cathode and lead metal (Pb) at the
anode. At the end of reaction, PbO2 + 2H2SO4
+ 2e- → PbSO4 + SO42- + 2H2O (cathode) and
Pb + SO42- → PbSO4 + 2e- (anode). Thus, in this
case, both the sulfuric acid electrolytes and
water are active in the electrolyte.

EFFICIENCY
In all of the above cells, high efficiency is obtained by ensuring that the electrolyte contains the same ion as that produced at one
electrode and consumed at the other. In the
alkaline (K+, OH- electrolyte) systems it is the
hydroxide ion, OH-. In the lead-acid system in
sulfuric acid (2H+, SO42- electrolyte) it is conventionally said to be the sulfate ion, SO42-, but
in fact it is via the bisulfate ion, HSO4-, formed
by combining H+ and SO42-. Except for leadacid, which is semi-sealed or equipped with a
pressure valve (“valve-regulated”) and Ni-Cd
(also valve-regulated, in both cases as a precaution against gas evolution on overcharge)
all the above systems are sealed. In all practical batteries which have seen wide use, the
reactants and products have low solubility in
the electrolyte. This both minimizes the system
volume and prevents electrochemical problems on charging. It is also evident that these
designs store both the reactants and products
in the electrodes, which must have electronically-conducting structures (containing metals
and/or carbon, depending on the chemistry)
for the reactions to proceed.
In efficient batteries, the largest electrical
losses are due to the internal electrical resistance of the components. To minimize these
requires careful design and thin structures,
which limit the capacity of the electrodes per
unit area. In all the above cases, the current
is collected from the edges of at least one of
the electrodes and then goes to the terminals.
The voltage available at low current drains is
close to the value at open circuit, but at high
currents resistance effect lowers the voltage,
converting the difference between it and that
at open-circuit into heat.

FLOW BATTERIES AND
FUEL BATTERIES
The so-called batteries discussed in the last
section are all sealed systems. Certain systems
which are not so familiar are not sealed, with
certain exceptions, they have not been widely
adopted for practical use. A flow battery
does not consist of individual sealed cells, but
circulates the electrolyte from a separate
chamber. There may be a number of reasons
for doing this, but the most common are using
the electrolyte as a cell coolant, and to store
one or both reactants for the anode and cathode outside the cell. This may (or may not)
introduce some design flexibility into the
system.
Proposed flow batteries have usually used zinc
metal anodes, the main reason being the fact
that zinc is the most energetic metal (i.e., that
producing the highest voltage) which can be
recharged in an aqueous electrolyte. A zinc
system offers a voltage 0.4 V higher than that
of, say iron or cadmium (since the zinc is the
negative anode, this in fact means that it is
more negative by 0.4 V compared to the
cathode), and it is in fact 0.4 V more negative
than that at which gaseous hydrogen formation from water (hydrogen evolution) would
take place on iron (as in the Ni-Fe Edison cells
on overcharge, mentioned earlier). However
iron is a good electrocatalyst for hydrogen
evolution, while zinc is not. This effect delays
hydrogen evolution because a zinc surface
does not permit the reaction, allowing zinc to
plate out as metal.
However, all metals more active than zinc
(even if they are not in principle electrocatalytic for hydrogen evolution, e.g., aluminum,
magnesium, sodium, lithium) will not plate out
under charge conditions in aqueous solution:
their, e.g., copper substrates simply evolve
hydrogen.
Thus, zinc has been favored for many exploratory flow batteries. These have included zincchlorine and zinc-bromine, in which the oxidant (chlorine, bromine, which offer high voltage, therefore high storage energy) flow with
the electrolyte from a chamber where it is
stored as a complex chemical compound.
Such flow batteries may be monopolar as discussed above, or bipolar, in which individual
cells are stacked upon one another as in a
Volta pile.
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Cells are separated by an electronicallyconducting plate consisting of a material
which is stable to both the chemistry of the
anode of one cell and that of the cathode of
the next. This presents a challenge to the designer. A further challenge is presented by the
use of the common electrolyte flow in a
“pile” (today now commonly called a
“stack”). This means that individual components in cells and in the electrolyte circuit are
subjected to high voltage differences, particularly in cells at the ends of each “stack”.
Again, this may cause problems, but these
have been surmounted by good design.
Flow batteries may or may not require a microporous separator between the anodes and
cathodes, to ensure that the oxidant does not
remove the fuel (e.g. zinc,) from the anode,
wasting energy in the form of heat, and decreasing efficiency. However, these systems
have not found significant application, because of the dangerous and destructive properties of chlorine and bromine. A system which
was proposed 30 years ago in which both the
anode and the cathode use soluble reactants
is the redox battery, intended for the load leveling of peak currents on the utility grid. It suffered from low voltage (which means low
power per unit weight, or uneconomically low
power per invested dollar) a large volume of
pumped anodic and cathodic electrolyte. Its
poor economics means that it has not found
application.

HIGH TEMPERATURE BATTERIES
We must mention the attempts made to use
the high voltages, light weights, and therefore
high energies per unit weight offered by rechargeable lithium and sodium systems using
high-temperature solid ion conducting or molten salt electrolytes. These were concepts
which emerged in the late 1960s and early
1970s.
The sodium system, originally developed by
the Ford Motor Company for use in electric
vehicles, was based on the use of a sodiumconducting tube of a material called beta (ß)alumina, a mixed aluminum-sodium oxide containing lithium or magnesium stabilizers. This
had molten sodium on the inside of the tube,
operated at 325°C and used a carbon fiber
cathode containing molten sodium polysulfide
compositions, depending on the state of
charge-discharge. A variant using the nickelnickel chloride cathode system was developed in the 1980s in South Africa.

In both cases, the (ß) -alumina electrolyte
tended to show random failure by cracking,
destroying individual cells. However, careful
inter-cell electrical connection design could in
principle compensate for loss of individual cells
without compromising the failure of the whole
battery, which simply would show progressive
decline in capacity. However, large batteries
for vehicles required means of heating when
idle (i.e., being neither charged nor discharged), and means of cooling when in use.
The molten lithium sulfur system (425°C) finally
emerged as using ferrous iron sulfide as the
active (charged) cathode material, which became iron powder and lithium sulfide on discharge using a low-melting mixed lithiumsodium-potassium chloride electrolyte absorbed in a ceramic powder as electrolyte. It
suffered from the same thermal disadvantages
as sodium-sulfur in large batteries. Both systems were never employed for electric transportation, and have in any case been made
obsolete by lithium-ion systems.
Finally, we should point out that other molten
salt cells, called “thermal batteries” exist for
applications such as munitions activation, including that of nuclear munitions. Many military primary lithium metal cells are used, such
as the organic electrolyte lithium carbonfluoride, which has a very high voltage and
energy. A primary (throwaway) lithium organic system available to the general public is
lithium iron sulfide (Li-FeS, 1.5 V), marketed by
Energizer as a more powerful (but more expensive) substitute for the common AA throwaway
alkaline Zn-MnO2 cell. Its use of low-energy FeS
in many ways negates the advantages of high
-energy lithium as the anode.

FUEL BATTERIES
These were “defined” by Liebhavsky and
Cairns as effective hybrids between batteries
and fuel cells in their 1968 book. We have
seen above that batteries in general are in
the form of sealed “cells” containing all the
chemical materials for reaction. We will see
below that fuel cells generally use fuels and
oxidants supplied from outside each cell,
with means to remove the oxidation products
and for removal of heat of reaction. “Fuel
batteries” typically use a metal “fuel” anode,
which may be in exceptional cases lithium
(which was experimentally used in some seawater electrolyte torpedo systems), but more
frequently aluminum alloys with reduced hydrogen evolution, magnesium, or especially
zinc.
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In the latter three, the metal anode was
combined with an oxygen cathode, using
the oxygen in circulating air, which in alkaline
electrolyte on suitable catalytic surfaces undergoes the electrode process O2 + 2H2O +
4e- → 4OH-. Thus, these “metal-air cells”
might really be better called “metal-oxygen
batteries”. In these, there are two fundamental problems to be overcome. The first is that
even with the best available electrocatalysts
(expensive platinum metals) at close to ordinary temperatures, the oxygen reduction reaction in alkaline electrolyte (the reaction
given above) is extremely slow, which means
in practice that it takes place at useful rates
well away from its expected theoretical voltage. Unlike the typical battery systems discussed above, the main internal electrical
loss (resulting in wasteful heat production) is
this “slow kinetic irreversibility” of the oxygen
reduction reaction at low temperatures. This
is worse in acidic than in alkaline solution,
and results in a typical 0.4-0.5 V displacement
from the theoretical voltage at reasonable
current density loads (measured in Amperes
per square cm, A/cm2). This means that the
design of any device involving oxygen reduction from air at low temperatures must
have cathodes designed with the highest
possible surface areas simultaneously in contact with the reactant (gaseous oxygen in
air), the electrolyte, and the most effective
electrocatalyst carried on its electronicallyconducting support.
This multiple requirement was described by Grove in 1839 as a
“notable surface of action”. It has represented a challenge to cathode designers,
and is described under fuel cells, below.
Secondary metal-air cells (i.e., rechargeable
cells, generally meaning only zinc-air) have
also been (and remain) a technical challenge. The main problem is that the typical
0.4-0.5 V displacement from the theoretical
voltage on discharge of the air (oxygen)
electrode due to the slowness of the oxygen
reduction reaction is reflected in a corresponding displacement to higher voltages on
charge. This means that the electrochemical
environment for oxygen evolution is intensely
oxidizing and very aggressive from the corrosion viewpoint. The high-surface-area carbons used to support and stabilize the usual
platinum nanoparticle catalysts used for oxygen reduction are not stable under these
conditions.
Hence, attempts have been
made for over forty years (and are still being
made) to find some compromise materials

for secondary air electrodes whose reduced
performance will still match that of a typical
zinc electrode (about 0.05 A/cm2).
The concept of a “fuel battery” with a rechargeable oxygen (air) electrode, operating with zinc in alkaline electrolyte is attractive, because the need to store heavy and
bulky positive material inside the battery
case is eliminated.
The reactions are
(discharge) 2Zn + 4OH- → Zn(OH)2 + 4e-; O2 +
2H2O + 4e- → 4OH-, which are reversed on
charge. One point that must be borne in
mind is that carbon dioxide (CO2) in the air
reacts with the alkaline electrolyte on discharge to form carbonate ion, which in time
will result in blockage of pores in the electrode and poor electrolyte conductivity.
While CO2 may be partially eliminated on
charge, the cathode should be sealed off
from air when the cell is not in use. Primary
1.2 V zinc-air cells are compact and light, so
they store a large amount of energy and last
a long time for their designed low-power applications. They find general application as
hearing-aid batteries.

NEWS
MICROCAB ATTRACTS ATTENTION

Daniel Calleja, EU Director General for Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) visited
Microcab in Coventry.
He is seen here with
the fuel cell powered Microcab H2EV.
The H2EV was shortlisted for the Condé Nast
awards, which celebrate excellence in industrial design.
The judges, including industrial
design guru Sebastian Conran and Top Gear
editor-at‐large, Jason Barlow, shortlisted the
Microcab for the Transport section.
www.microcab.co.uk
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RETAIL SALES OF HORIZON’S MICRO-FUEL
CELLS
Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies has announced
the start of retail sales of its groundbreaking
micro-fuel cell products, a defining milestone
for the company and its industry. Unveiled two
years ago at the International Consumer Electronics Show (CES), Horizon’s products have
since undergone design improvements, impressive cost reductions, and CE certification.
Major retailers now selling Horizon’s portable
micro-fuel cell products include REI, the largest
retail chain for recreational outdoor gear in
North America. Many sales outlets are currently gearing up to supply Horizon’s products
across the Americas, Europe, and Asia.

OPEN SOURCE HARDWARE
With MINIPAK’s reusable HYDROSTIK cartridges
becoming a standard for all micro-fuel cells,
stand by for more innovative Horizon devices!
Beyond its own designs, the company is collaborating with several multinationals seeking
to launch custom-made Horizon fuel cell powered products. It has started a ‘crowd-sourced
product development’ initiative centered on
the HYDROSTIK cartridge, together with the
global MIT Fab Lab network and Arcola Energy
in the UK. Fab Lab’s distributed fabrication
and rapid-prototyping concept will enable
people to develop the technology for their
own applications. A special video channel
has been set up to spread experience and the
most interesting ideas. “We noticed that some
of our products were being disassembled by
inventors exploring all kinds of ideas, so we decided to build a commercial product platform
created for the people and by the people.”
stated Taras Wankewycz, co-founder of Horizon.

STARTING THE GLOBAL
HYDROGEN SUPPLY NETWORK
At $99 retail, the MINIPAK is the world’s lowestcost fuel cell power product, and the only one
to use a refillable metal hydride fuel cartridge,
the HYDROSTIK. It uses no toxic fuels or materials, and is IATA approved for air-cabin use. The
system offers practical portable energy for professionals on the go, longer lasting connectivity
during off-grid activities such as trekking or
camping, or when travelling through remote
environments. The MINIPAK offers more energy
stored at lower cost than batteries in long duration off-grid scenarios, while also addressing
the growing power gap common to an increasing number of portable electronics. The
HYDROSTIK cartridges contain metallic alloys
that offer the highest volumetric energy density of any form of hydrogen storage, even
higher than liquid hydrogen.
Horizon’s HYDROFILL personal hydrogen station, which refills the HYDROSTIK cartridges, is a
massive improvement over the idea of disposable one-time-use cartridges. HYDROFILL’s cost
has also been reduced to retail at just $249.

There is a much bigger vision behind this development. Scalable to larger formats over time,
HYDROFILL effectively starts a global hydrogen
supply network - one household, one school,
one business at a time. By giving individuals
their own on-demand hydrogen solution, Horizon is dismantling the age-old infrastructure
barrier for many fuel cell applications, including hydrogen electric vehicles. “Imagine never
having to go to a refuelling station”, said Taras
Wankewycz. “The HYDROFILL opens a roadmap with plenty of innovation ahead”.
Today’s HYDROFILL can already produce ondemand renewable hydrogen, using standard
solar panels or wind turbines. Over the coming
years, Horizon aims for a cordless solution for
low cost, on demand hydrogen using a variety
of inputs, including methanol, propane, natural gas, and potentially - household waste.
With a first-generation system entering the
market today, Horizon makes it easier to introduce more advanced versions as they move
forward.
www.horizonfuelcell.com
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UTC POWER PROVIDES 6 MW FUEL CELLS FOR
THE GREATER SEOUL AREA
UTC Power has announced that Pyeongtaek
Energy Service, a wholly owned subsidiary of
SK E&S, has purchased 14 PureCell Model 400
fuel cell systems for the Seoul area in South Korea. This project will be completed in two
phases and aims to be fully operational by the
end of 2013.
The first phase of the project consists of seven
PureCell systems being installed at the new SK
E&S power plant in the city of Pyeongtaek, in
Korea's Gyeonggi Province. Phase I is expected to be completed, with the initial seven
PureCell systems operational, in the fall of this
year. These PureCell systems will help to meet
the growing demand for electricity in the
greater Seoul area, while also helping to meet
Korea’s clean energy vision to deploy fuel cells
and other clean and renewable energy technologies. In addition to providing power to
help meet South Korea’s Renewable Portfolio
Standards (RPS), the PureCell systems will also
supply thermal energy to Godeok International
City, a center for business, technology and
global exchange. Phase II of this project, the
installation of an additional seven PureCell systems at the new power plant campus in
Pyeongtaek, is slated to start in summer 2013.
“This is a very exciting project for UTC Power.
Our PureCell systems will be putting power into
the grid to provide clean energy to the growing Seoul metropolitan area,” said Joe
Triompo, Vice President and General Manager
of UTC Power. “The environmental benefits offered by these highly efficient PureCell systems
are a great match for South Korea’s progressive environmental standards. We’re pleased
to be a part of their green solution.”
The PureCell system is proving to be a gamechanging technology for utility companies
and energy efficient buildings alike. Compared to typical central generation and other
fuel cell offerings, the PureCell system offers
customers lower energy costs, reduced emissions, an industry-leading 10-year cell stack
durability and up to 90% system efficiency. This
range of benefits is unique to the PureCell system and is unmatched in the fuel cell industry.
All 14 fuel cells will be supported locally by UTC
Power’s South Korean subsidiary, UTC Power

International Services - Korea, a Seoul-based
company made up of highly trained PureCell
aftermarket service technicians.
“This first RPS project is an important milestone
for the PureCell system, and is a testament to
its proven performance and reliability for multimegawatt class installations,” said Eric Strayer,
General Manager of International Sales at UTC
Power. “We are proud to be playing a role in
Korea’s clean energy future and developing
local capabilities for service and installation
with our customer.”

UTC FUEL CELLS TO POWER THE
STARS!
CBS Studios is installing six UTC Power PureCell® systems providing 2.4 megawatts of
clean, reliable power.
Three units will be installed at CBS Studio Center, a production facility with 18 sound stages and office space in
Studio City, California. The other three will be
installed at CBS Television City in Los Angeles,
housing eight sound stages and office space.
The studios, which are used by CBS and other
media outlets, produce many of today’s top
shows.
The PureCell systems to be installed at CBS are
a proven solution to today’s energy challenges, and will provide the studios with lower
energy costs through superior efficiency, security and reduced emissions. The PureCell systems will satisfy 40% of the electricity requirements at Studio Center and 60% of the studios’
electricity requirements at Television City.
Thermal energy from the systems will be utilized
to provide cooling for both studios and will also
be used for space heating and domestic hot
water at Television City. Four of the PureCell
systems will be configured to operate independently of the electric grid, which will provide energy security for the studios, serving as
critical power backups during blackouts, natural disasters and man-made emergencies.
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“Fuel cells are a great fit for our business and
sustainability goals,” said Michael Klausman,
President, CBS Studio Center & Senior VP Operations, CBS Television City. “With the installation
of these PureCell systems, we will substantially
increase our energy security as we will be able
to continue operations in the event of a grid
outage.
Equally important, the installation is
projected to reduce our impact on the environment and provide significant energy cost savings for our business.”

“We are thrilled to provide fuel cells for CBS, a
world-renowned company with a long and
proud history,” said Joe Triompo, Vice President and General Manager at UTC Power.
"Our efficient PureCell systems are a great fit
for these busy studios and will help CBS to
lower their energy costs, increase their energy
security and reduce their environmental emissions by producing clean, reliable power onsite.”

In total, the PureCell systems will prevent the
release of more than 2,370 metric tons of carbon dioxide annually – the equivalent of planting 550 acres of trees. The reductions in nitrogen oxide emissions, when compared to a
conventional power plant, are equal to the
environmental benefits of removing more than
357 cars from the road. The PureCell systems
operate in water balance, which will enable
CBS to save more than 2.8 million gallons of
water annually, enough to fill 4 ½ Olympic
swimming pools.
With the installation of these clean fuel cell systems, CBS builds upon their legacy of strong
environmental stewardship by significantly increasing their contribution to a greener, more
sustainable community.

This project is supported by funding from California’s Self-Generation Incentive Program
(SGIP). The units are scheduled to be delivered
later this year. www.utcpower.com

BOOK REVIEW
‘The Third Industrial Revolution, How Lateral Power is Transforming Energy, the
Economy and the World’ by Jeremy Rifkin. Published by The New York Times.
Jeremy Rifkin, President of the Foundation On Economic Trends in Washington D.C. explains that
the change to the local generation of energy will have profound effects on the way that economies function. In the past, the production and distribution of fossil fuels required massive capital
investment, which favoured global corporations and made it difficult for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to compete. The old systems are collapsing under the weight of economic and
environmental problems, but changes are underway on which we can build a new, sustainable
future. The five requisites for this new economy are: shifting to renewable energy; turning buildings into micro-power plants to collect the energy on site; deploying hydrogen and other storage
technologies; the development of an energy internet ; and changing to electric vehicles.
The traditional hierarchical organization of economic and political power will give way to billions
of human beings sharing their renewable energy laterally on green electricity networks. This creates the foundation for the democratization of the global economy. Nations will lay down a
green energy internet with a high tech workforce skilled in renewable energy technologies,
green construction, IT and embedded computing, nanotechnology, sustainable chemistry, fuelcell development, digital power and grid management. They will also transform the automobile
from the internal combustion engine to electric and fuel cell cars. A start is being made in
Germany, where more than a million buildings have been converted into green micro-power
plants, and the Government is testing the introduction of an energy internet that will allow millions of businesses and home owners to collect and share renewable energy. www.foet.org
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NEWS
EUROPEAN
TOUR 2012

HYDROGEN

ROAD

Seven fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) from
Daimler, Honda, Hyundai and Toyota are taking part in the European Hydrogen Road Tour
2012. There will be special event stopovers in
nine European cities, where interested members of the public will be given the opportunity
to experience the benefits of this alternative
drive train.
The event aims to reach out to politicians,
industry leaders, the press and the public to
help improve awareness about FCEVs, delivering a clear message. While the technology
exists for hydrogen vehicles today, there is a
real need to improve the hydrogen distribution
infrastructure. The FCEVs from participating
manufacturers will move through Hamburg,
Hannover, Bolzano, Paris, Cardiff, Bristol, Swindon, London and Copenhagen, supported by
local organisations in each city. H2
Logic Denmark will provide mobile refuelling
stations in some stopover cities.

EVENTS
26th-27th September 2012,
Scottish Hydrogen & Fuel Cell
Conference, Inverness. www.shfca.org.uk
8th –10th October 2012
f-cell fuel cell forum, Stuttgart, Germany
www.f-cell.de

The UK-leg will be launched by the First Minister
of Wales in Cardiff on 3rd October 2012 with a
seminar and reception followed by the UK's
first-ever public Ride & Drive of FCEVs on the
streets of Cardiff. The Road Tour will then move
on to Bristol on Thursday 4th October, followed
by a visit to the publicly accessible hydrogen
refuelling point at Honda's plant in Swindon.
The UK-leg of the Road Tour will culminate in
London with a VIP Seminar/Ride & Drive at City
Hall on Friday 5th October and the London
Public Ride & Drive on the South Bank on
Saturday 6th October.
The European Hydrogen Road Tour 2012 is part
of the “H2moves Scandinavia” project. This is
the first European ‘Lighthouse Project’ for
hydrogen funded by the European Fuel Cells
and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking programme
launched by the European Commission and
European industry stakeholders. The project
focusses on gaining customer acceptance for
hydrogen-powered FCEVs and preparing the
market for hydrogen fuel cell technology.
http://w ww .scandinavianhydrogen.org/
h2moves/european-hydrogen-road-tour-2012

5th—8th November 2012
Fuel Cell Seminar & Exposition
Connecticut, USA. www.fuelcellseminar.com
6th November 2012, Fuel Cell and Hydrogen:
from concept to commercialisation. London, UK
Organized by the IET.
http://conferences.theiet.org/fuel-cell/
index.cfm

Fuel Cell Power’s Blog covers all types of fuel cells and their applications in distributed power
generation, portable power, CHP and transport. For millennia, energy has been obtained by
burning fuels, which is changing the chemistry of the atmosphere and the oceans. Cleanly, quietly and efficiently the electrochemical conversion of fuels is now becoming a practical alternative to combustion. Fuel cells utilize fossil fuels or energy from waste efficiently. They can equally
be powered by hydrogen which can be generated from intermittent renewable energy sources.
Articles and features in Fuel Cell Power will help individuals, businesses and communities to plan
for long term energy efficiency, price stability and cuts in harmful emissions.
www.fuelcellpower.org.uk
Fuel Cell Power provides information on the practical application of fuel cells.
It is produced by the family and friends of the late Dr F T Bacon OBE, FRS,
who dedicated his life to the development of fuel cell technology.
Information can be obtained from: Jean Aldous, Editor, Fuel Cell Power,
The Gallery, The Street, Woolpit, Suffolk, IP30 9QG.
Telephone : 01359 245073
www.hydrogen.co.uk www.futureenergies.com www.fuelcellpower.org.uk
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